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By

Disclaimer : This compendium contains papers contributed by renowned consulting firms. The
papers have been complied with the intent of keeping ACMA members abreast of automotive
trends in India and overseas. The views expressed in the papers are solely those of the
consultants. It is not intended to be substitute for detailed research or exercise of professional
judgement.
Your feedback is valuable to us. We would appreciate your compliments and suggestions in
order to improve the publication. Please write to Ms. Shikha Tripathi, Deputy Director
(Government Affairs & Public Policy) at shikha.tripathi@acma.in
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About ACMA
The Automotive Component Manufacturers Association of India (ACMA) is the apex body representing
the interest of the Indian Auto Component Industry. Its membership of over 800 manufacturers contributes to
more than 85 per cent of the auto component industry's turnover in the organized sector. ACMA is an ISO
9001:2015 Certified Association.
ACMA's charter is to develop a globally competitive Indian Auto Component Industry & strengthen its role in
national economic development and also to promote business through international alliances.
The automotive value chain which spans across different geographies of the country, is a large, integrated
and complex network of OEMs and suppliers. Today, it contributes 6% of the country's national GDP, 49% of
the national Manufacturing GDP and is responsible for over 30 million jobs. The auto component industry is
dominated by SMEs, which are the key drivers of India's economic growth and the 'Make in India' program.
The auto component industry manufactures a wide variety of products including engine parts, drive
transmission and steering parts, body & chassis, suspension & braking parts, equipment & electrical parts,
besides others.
With the normalcy returning to business, post the pandemic and with the vehicle sales and exports gaining
momentum, the Auto Component Industry registered a growth of 22% in turnover to Rs. 4.21 lakh crore
(USD 56.50 billion) for the year 2021-22.
The sales of OEMs during the year 2021-22, in the domestic market stood at Rs. 3.41 lakh crore (USD 45.80
billion), growing by 21.40% when compared to the previous year.
Exports of auto components witnessed growth of 42.9% to Rs. 1.42 lakh crore (USD 19.00 billion) in 2021-22
from Rs 0.98 lakh crore (USD 13.30 billion) in 2020-21. Exports to Europe saw a growth of 39% while North
America and Asia accounted for growth of 46% and 40% respectively.
The auto component aftermarket witnessed a growth of 14.50%. Its turnover in FY 21-22 stood at Rs. 74,203
crore (USD 10.00 billion) compared to Rs. 64,524 crore (USD 8.70 billion) in the previous year.
ACMA's active involvement in the trade promotion, technology up-gradation, quality enhancement and
collection & dissemination of information has made it a vital catalyst for the component industry's
development in India. Its other activities include participation in international trade fairs, sending trade
delegations overseas and bringing out publications on various subjects related to the automotive industry.
ACMA also contributes in upgradation of manufacturing practices by skilling & mentoring of its members
through various cluster programs and special projects such as 'Asset Turnover Improvement', 'Uptime
Improvement', 'Zero Defect Quality' and 'Sustainable Manufacturing' among others.
ACMA is very well represented on a number of panels, committees and councils of the Government of India
through which it helps in the formulation of policies and regulations pertaining to the Indian automotive
industry.
For exchange of information & for co-operation in trade matters, ACMA has signed MoUs with its
counterparts in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, France, Germany, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Russia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sri
Lanka, Sweden, Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, UK, Italy, USA and Uzbekistan.
Further information and data on the Indian automotive industry is available on the ACMA
Website: www.acma.in
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The Auto Component Industry in India:
Future of Mobility Transforming to be Ahead of the Opportunity
An Introductory Note
The global automotive industry has demonstrated great resilience over the last 2 years. The pandemic and,
more recently, the war in Ukraine, exacerbated the slowdown in global sales that had set in pre COVID.
However, despite near-term supply disruptions, the long-term prospects for the industry remain strong.
Global sales of passenger vehicles are expected to rebound to peak levels by the middle of this decade.
Emerging markets such as India will lead the way, along with China.
While there is cause for optimism, the push for clean mobility and corresponding growth in the adoption of
electric vehicles could disrupt the automotive landscape over the course of this decade. McKinsey and
Company has published a report capturing its findings from a study for the Automotive Component
Manufacturers Association (ACMA). The auto component industry in India: Transforming to be Ahead of the
Opportunity focuses on the following:
a) Expected disruption caused by Electric Vehicle (EV) transition on portfolios of Internal combustion
engine (ICE) component manufacturers
b) Whitespace opportunities and new value pools expected to be generated from the EV Bill of material
(BOM) requirements
c) Framework of transformative strategies that Indian automotive component manufacturers could
consider to adapt to these potential shifts
d) Role of different industry stakeholders and the government in enabling this transformation agenda

TRANSFORMATIONAL STRATEGIES AND IMPERATIVES FOR THE AUTO COMPONENT
MANUFACTURERS TO BE AHEAD OF OPPORTUNITY
In India's case, the total cost of ownership is likely to be more attractive for electric two- and three-wheelers
(E2W, E3W), than for passenger or heavy commercial vehicles (PVs and HCVs). Sales of new EVs could
grow to 50 percent and 70 percent respectively for E2Ws and E3Ws by 2030. Internal combustion engines
(ICE) will continue to dominate the Indian passenger vehicles (PV) and heavy commercial vehicles (HCV)
landscape, with slower electrification. Electric PVs and HCVs are expected to account for 10 to 15 percent
and 5 to 10 percent of new vehicle sales respectively by 2030.
According to early estimates, a transition to EVs could impact up to 50 percent of ICE bill of material (BOM)
components. This could disrupt the portfolio of incumbents in traditional ICE component categories. This
disruption could be an opportunity too – creating multiple whitespaces for companies to cater to the new EV
BOM needs and generate avenues to serve markets outside India in both ICE and EV component
categories. These will represent new or expanded value pools, which players can capture by pivoting and
diversifying with agility.

1

Projections by the McKinsey Center for Future Mobility
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To adapt to these shifts, three broad strategy frameworks for Indian automotive component manufacturers,
which industry could customize as per their unique starting points, capabilities, and challenges:
1.

Continuous improvement and expansion in traditional ICE play within India – a USD 35 to 45 bn
opportunity by 2030

o

Broaden across opportunities within the automotive market, e.g., 2W/3W suppliers (facing early
electrification) pivoting into segments that are going gradually electrify (e.g., PV/HCV).

o

Capture opportunities in automotive-like adjacent sectors e.g., construction and mining equipment,
rolling stocks for railways/metros, defence sector, etc. all of which are growing and have a sizable
market.

2.

A global expansion within current ICE categories – a USD 35 to 50 bn opportunity by 2030

o

Expand exports on the strength of shifting supply chains, as companies seek greater resilience by
diversifying beyond traditional geographies. Indian companies could capture areas where India has
traditional advantages and exports are growing faster than competing suppliers, e.g., forgings,
castings, gear box parts, suspension parts, axles, wheel rims, etc.

o

Make the most of the global component manufacturing rebalancing opportunity due to electrification.
With faster EV penetration, the US and EU markets will likely lose economies of scale to locally
manufacture traditional component categories (forgings, castings, etc.) due to low demand volumes
and high variety. India-based players could serve these markets, leveraging the low labour-cost
advantage.

3.

Innovation in newer opportunities and a global play – a USD 25 to 40 bn opportunity by 2030

o

Occupy emerging white spaces in EV categories, e.g., supply chain of battery cell, battery pack
manufacturing, e-motor supply chain, e-axle/reducer, electricals and electronics for EVs and charging
infrastructure.

o

Expand into downstream service use-cases and their delivery, especially connectivity, where India has
advantages to make global play – software capabilities, application engineering capabilities, lower
cost base.

NECESSARY STAKEHOLDER ACTION
This transformation to stay ahead of upcoming disruptions could be a success for the Indian automotive
industry with the concerted support of all stakeholders.
•

The government could spur local manufacturing and exports:

—

Provide incentives targeted at the respective stakeholder groups e.g., purchase-linked exportincentives for IPOs, PLIs for OEMs, export incentives for component manufacturers, etc.

—

Provide stable policy paradigm and certainty to longevity of schemes e.g., FAME, GST support, PLI,
etc.

2

Based on analysis of 6-digit EXIM (HSN code) data
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—

Support companies to access technology through enabling tie-ups and joint ventures, and further
incentivizing investments

—

Enable direct investment in skilling-up

•

Specifically for tapping the exports opportunity, a dedicated multi-stakeholder task force
(comprising ACMA, SIAM and the Government of India) could systematically enable and empower
industry players, e.g., through OEM connects, cross-border M&A, shifting of manufacturing, policy
support, trade agreements, etc.

•

The supplier community could embrace and invest in new technologies, quickly upskill their
managerial and labour force, and drive localization by forging strategic partnerships and taking
advantage of government incentives.
Disruptions, especially through electrification of mobility, are inevitable. While this disruption brings
some headwinds, it also presents new possibilities for Indian suppliers to expand both domestically
and in global markets, in traditional categories and in newer EV segments. Indian auto component
manufacturers could benefit from dedicating management bandwidth and resources to proactively
harness these opportunities in the future of mobility.
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Disclaimer
Grant Thornton Bharat LLP
The information and data contained in this report is confidential and should not be divulged or disclosed to
any person or entity or reproduced or disseminated, in whole or in part, except as set forth in the
Confidentiality Agreement executed by each Interested Party pursuant and subject to which, this report is
being provided. Any person in possession of this report should familiarise himself with such agreement
before reading, circulating, or using the report.
The information contained in this report is selective and is subject to updating, expansion, revision and
amendment. While the information provided herein is believed to be accurate and reliable, GT does not
make any representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of
such information and data. Nothing contained in this report is, or shall be relied upon, as a promise or
representation by you and Grant Thornton Bharat LLP.
Industry information has been obtained from various secondary sources and validated through primary
research wherever possible.
All assumptions made in order to develop the report were based on information or opinions that are
current. In the course of our analysis, we were provided with both written and verbal information, including
limited information on the market, financial and operating data which we accepted as accurate. Nothing
has come to our attention to cause us to believe that the facts and data set forth in this report are not true
or correct.
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Executive summary
Indian automotive industry, which is the world's fourth largest and globally one of the most competitive
industries, witnessed an annual production of 23 million vehicles in the financial year (FY) 2021-22. The twowheeler segment dominates the market in terms of production volume. The Indian auto industry, however,
has been witnessing testing times over the past few years and COVID-19 has proven to be a litmus test. The
pandemic had a severe impact on the industry, with vehicle sales hitting the lowest. From launching new
models and implementing social distancing norms in factories to going digital in a bid to enable hassle-free
purchase, auto companies have been trying to mitigate the effects of COVID-19. Despite a sluggish market
environment in FY2020-21, the overall automobile exports have been growing.
After two years of sluggishness, India's automobile sector is set to post rapid growth by FY2025-26,
supported by improving economic growth and personal incomes. The recovery of the sector in the current
fiscal would be driven by commercial vehicles (CVs) and passenger vehicles (PVs).
New model launches, premiumisation, focus on smaller cities and quest for safe personal transport options
will stoke demand for PVs and two-wheelers. India's PV segment, currently underpenetrated with 24 vehicles
per 1,000 people, is estimated to grow on the back of surge in demand for compact SUV vehicles in India.
With non-linear growth trajectory for two-wheelers in India, there is enough headroom for growth in this
segment. However, the increase in prices of entry-level two-wheelers and slowdown in rural economy could
act as possible headwinds for this segment. The demand for CVs is expected to be stronger, riding on a
significantly low base, improving economic activity and government's thrust on road infrastructure. The
demand of light commercial vehicles, which hold the largest revenue share for CVs, is expected to be
dominated by the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) and e-commerce industry. The three-wheeler
segment in India is closely linked with crucial economic activities in India. Although the pandemic led to a degrowth in both domestic sales and exports, a steeper dip was visible in domestic volumes for this segment.
Currently, many original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are pushing exports significantly and expanding
overseas to mitigate the losses from the domestic market.
Automotive industry is at an inflection point where COVID-19 is accelerating the evolution of consumer
preferences. With personal mobility being the preferred mode, there is growing demand for affordable
vehicles. Given the financial constraints caused by the pandemic due to job losses, the subscription model
has been a big beneficiary phenomenon. A clear sign of this trend picking up is that many automobile
manufacturers are offering options for alternate ownership of vehicles to address the need of asset-light
models among millennials.
In the post-pandemic months, used vehicle sales have gained momentum driven by lower cost of ownership,
Bharat Stage Emission Standards (BS-VI) norms, rising aspirations among buyers and increasing financial
penetration. With the emergence of an organised sector in the used vehicle market, the used vehicles
segment growth is here to stay.
Another emerging trend that has been transforming the Indian auto sector is the growth of electric vehicles
(EV). In recent years, the electric car market in India has shown immense potential for growth. The segment
witnessed 168% y-o-y increase in EV sales in FY2020-21. The Indian government has been at the forefront of
framing policies[(Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles (FAME) India Scheme, Production
Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme, Battery Swapping Policy, etc.) related to EV adoption in the country. Many
private players have capitalised on the business opportunities that the EV push in India has opened. Indian
EV tech start-ups hit an all-time high in 2021. With several automakers rolling out EV vehicles at a rapid pace,
the penetration of these vehicles is expected to increase significantly by FY2025-26. Despite the compelling
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case for growing EV sector in India, the success of the sector so far has been constrained by ecosystem
challenges, such as NBFC liquidity issues, limited financing options, among other factors. Many EVs
launched in India have not met customer expectations due to concerns about battery safety and quality,
limited availability, and long charging times.
Altered consumer behavior towards digital and technology is redefining the automobile landscape. A
plethora of online sales platforms establishing their foothold in the industry bears testimony to this trend.
Automobile companies who are leading the way in offering an omni-channel customer experience through
new-age digital offerings (virtual tours, negotiations over video calls, and no-contact car buying experiences)
are well placed to weather the storm caused by COVID-19.
Besides, connected technology has become the new buzzword in the auto industry, that is set to drive a new
age of mobility with technological advancement. Today, majority of buyers prefer a wide range of connectivity
features that enhance the overall ownership experience. In the medium to long run, the connected cars
would further be redefined as 'Car-As-A-Platform' or CAAP. This growing consumer awareness of technologyintensive mobility solutions is expected to spawn and play a central role in the development of telematics in
the Indian automotive market.
The telematics market in India is currently at a nascent stage making up 0.08% of the global market. The
ongoing homogenous implementation of Automotive Industry Standards-140 (AIS-140) mandate, provision
of emergency buttons and vehicle tracking in all buses, taxis and cabs has led to increased awareness of
telematics in the country. The past use cases in India have been heavily centered around the commercial
vehicles, owing to the larger productivity benefits CV operators and logistics players can derive from fleet
telematics. Though the adoption of telematics in passenger vehicle segment is currently low, it is expected to
grow to a dominating share in the future owing to increased uptake of electric vehicles and increasing
consumer appetite for more advanced connectivity. Future development of the telematics ecosystem and
derivation of subsequent safety benefits, in India can have some impediments owing to the current market
challenges that are faced by various stakeholders.
As such, the automotive sector is currently undergoing a profound transformation in many aspects,
including fuel efficiency, emissions, consumer preferences and digitalisation. There has been a move
towards electric vehicles, safer vehicles, and connected cars. Major regulatory interventions, such as the
shift to BS VI, stringent vehicle standards are leading to a shift in vehicle technology. All of these
developments are changing the paradigm of how cars are designed around the world. However, as the
sector plans its post-pandemic recovery in India, it needs to address multiple challenges, including shortage
of semiconductors, disruptions in global supply chain, rising fuel prices, cybersecurity risks, fire hazards in
electric two-wheeler batteries, etc.
Living with volatility is now the new normal for the Indian automobile industry due to forces brought on by a
dynamic regulatory environment, new business and operational models, interruptions in the supply chain,
and changes in consumer tastes. In the sector, expansion, revival, and survival will all coexist. The industry is
projected to maintain its positive growth trajectory throughout the decade. However, volatility will continue to
accompany expansion.
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Indian auto market
overview
The automotive industry in India is a significant driver of macroeconomic growth and technological
development, representing 7.1% of India's gross domestic product (GDP) and contributing to 37 million
employment generation as of FY2021-221. Going forward, the government expects this to increase to 12%
and employ 50 million people by FY2025-26. 2

In terms of the production, the automotive industry can be categorised into sub-sectors, such as PVs, CVs,
three-wheelers and two-wheelers. The automobile industry of India manufactured 23 million vehicles across
categories in FY2021-22.

India is currently the fourth-largest automotive market and is expected to be the world's third largest in terms
of sales volume by FY2025-263.

The automobile market in India is poised to grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 17.3% from FY2020-21 to FY2025-26 to reach approximately USD 460 billion by
FY2025-26.
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The automotive market has faced disruptions due to the outbreak of COVID-19, with significant disruptions in
the supply chain and manufacturing. The COVID-19 pandemic and its subsequent lockdowns resulted in the
Indian automotive industry suffering losses. There were also decrease in imports of auto-components from
China due to supply restrictions.
Even prior to COVID-19, the automotive industry was going through a downcycle and is now at the beginning
of an upcycle. Auto sales had slowed down due to structural reasons triggered by various regulatory
reforms, a decelerating economy, and other factors. This must be seen in the light of the new emission
standards that went into effect in April 2020. Due to the need to phase out BS-IV models and gradually ramp
up BS-VI models, the manufacturers began the year with a higher cost structure and lower production.
As demand and supply-side problems even out, the Indian automobile sector is poised for growth. The twowheeler and tractor categories are anticipated to gain from a revival in the rural economy while CVs are
expected to benefit from high replacement demand. PV sales, which had remained low because of the
semiconductor shortage despite strong demand, too, are picking up pace as automakers started sourcing
chips from multiple vendors.
Post COVID-19, the Indian automotive industry is anticipated to experience a potent comeback. The demand
for personal mobility is expected to grow with consumers preferring self-owned vehicles to ensure social
distancing and reducing dependence on a weak public transport system of the country. The industry is
witnessing innovative trends with automakers creating alternate ownership models for potential customers.
They are simultaneously creating more entry points for new customers to the market. Particularly in the PV
segment, some automakers are providing leasing and subscription options. Better leasing solutions will gain
traction in the domestic market as millennials' mobility needs change and shifts away from direct ownership.
Further, rise in digital distribution channels, reducing duration of ownership and increasing premiumisation
of vehicles is characterising the consumer preferences towards the sector. Emerging trends, such as
connected and safe cars and telematics are shaping the Indian auto industry. The Indian auto market is
expected to witness upswing in sales mainly due to increasing focus on use of technology-intensive offerings
and burgeoning EV market.
The below sections of this compendium outline the key trends shaping the Indian auto sector in this decade.
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The dynamics of vehicle purchase behaviour and customer perceptions are changing. The preferences are
evolving and more so in a post-COVID-19 India. There are new trends, different expectations and renewed
push towards personal mobility, shift to digital purchases, increasing demand for used vehicles and
premiumisation and preference for easy financing options. Automakers in India have had to adapt their
marketing strategies and product positioning to cater to the evolving market trends and needs of the Indian
consumer.

Growing preference for personal mobility
Traditionally, increasing penetration of ride sharing companies has been hampering the sale of passenger
vehicles in the automotive market. However, after the outbreak of COVID-19, shared mobility services, such
as car sharing, and ride-hailing have been sluggish to return to their pre-COVID-19 pace of growth as
consumers prefer using personal vehicles for their transportation requirements. Additionally, compared to
metros, Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities have a lower prevalence of ride sharing companies. Consumers in these
regions thus, prefer using their own transportation mode.
When the COVID-19 induced lockdowns ended, a similar pattern emerged in China, where car ownership
increased relative to car-hailing and sharing. India is anticipated to take a similar course, which could aid in
reversing the downward trend in vehicle sales.
As people place a higher value on social isolation and personal hygiene, shared mobility choices are
expected to become less popular. In practise, this would translate into a greater desire for affordable
personal mobility, which might increase sales for automakers, particularly in the category of entrylevel automobiles in the short to medium term (> 3 years). However, this trend can plateau in long term (>
3 years), given the adoption of other mobility models.
On the personal mobility front, along with the positive impacting trend of increased preference for personal
mobility, a divergent trend has also been witnessed. This second trend adversely impacting demand, is the
negative consumer sentiment, reduced economic activity, job losses, and pay cuts.
As a result, in some cases, vehicle purchases have been postponed or the choices for consumers have been
altered, some new customers who earlier were not considering buying vehicles, have also become potential
buyers due to the necessity that the pandemic has posed.

Subscription model gaining traction
A subscription is a method of owning a vehicle by paying a fixed monthly amount without having to pay down
payments or monthly equal monthly instalments (EMIs), car maintenance, or insurance. Millennials in India
are quickly adopting leasing and subscription models with their affinity for greater freedom and convenience.
The pandemic has also highlighted the growing move to asset-light options and millennials'
preference for experiences over ownership is gaining ground. COVID-19 could act as a flex point for a
faster adoption of the subscription model, which is still in its infancy in India.
Customers are seeking long-term, practical and affordable solutions now that they are accustomed to rental
services (chauffeur and self-driven).
Indian consumers can possess a range of vehicles without purchasing them by subscribing to the services
offered by various auto brands. Players are stepping up their efforts to attract customers with adaptable
subscription options in the wake of COVID-19.
• Zoomcar introduced a plan with payment deferral, penalty-free membership cancellation, etc.
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• Maruti Suzuki launched its subscription services in July 2020 in just two cities and expanded to eight cities in total by 2021. It further
plans to expand its geographical coverage to 40-60 cities in the next couple of years.4
• Mahindra & Mahindra sold more cars through the subscription-based model in October-December 2020, than it did in the entire
FY2019-20.5
• Tata Motors which introduced the subscription model for the Nexon EV last year, also plans to extend the model to its internal
combustion engines (ICE) range of vehicles.6
In the short to medium term, consumers looking for shared mobility alternatives are anticipated to be drawn to the vehicle
subscription model. The model would be better adopted by the consumers with regulatory clarity around registration policies,
accident accountability and insurance claims.

Buying experience shifting from physical to phygital
Traditionally, vehicles were sold primarily through physical dealerships. As per our survey, buying a car
online is not yet a preferred method in India and it is expected to take a few more years for consumers to fully
adapt to this. However, with the COVID-19 outbreak, a growing preference for contactless digital
transactions has emerged as a prominent trend that is projected to spill over into vehicle purchases as well.
Trends in the automotive sector, that were already under way but hadn't yet been extensively embraced, have
been expedited by the COVID-19 pandemic. These tendencies will probably become the new standard as
individuals spend more time online, highlighting the premise that the majority of possibilities to influence
customers through touchpoints are now digital.
Consumer behaviour changes indicate that auto businesses that further digitise their car-buying process are
better positioned for success after the pandemic. People's expectations are evolving and they want to be
able to interact with brands and make purchases from the comfort of their homes more than ever before.
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Customers are now showing interest towards digital channels due to seamless service offerings, including
hassle free registration certificate transfer, car checks, security checks and payments. Both, new and used
passenger car buyers prefer to do their research and discovery on online platforms since they are easily
accessible from the convenience of their home or office. The online-buying trend has been witnessed more
in used vehicles segment with the emergence of online used vehicles players. In the online car passenger
market in the country, about 72% is accounted by used cars while the remaining 28% is held by new cars.

The auto players are deploying artificial intelligence (AI), augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR) to improve user experience by offering the entire vehicle demo and help
customers feel more confident when buying a high-involvement item online. Interactive
technologies - chat box, virtual test drives, 360-degree views of the interior, exterior
walkarounds and video calls help in solving customer doubts and assists them in decisionmaking.
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Digital revolution is disrupting auto retailing, making players gradually shift towards online channel to
capitalise on the digital wave to drive sales and growth. Over the past few months, multiple passenger car
brands have introduced online sales platforms, which offer customers the chance to purchase their preferred
vehicles from the comfort of their homes. OEMs like Maruti Suzuki, Hyundai, Honda, Kia, Toyota, Tata Motors,
Mahindra & Mahindra, and Mercedes-Benz have taken to digitalisation amid the pandemic.
By leveraging the latest technology and data solutions with digital interventions, the automobile
manufacturers aim to improve the customer experience with the shift from physical to digital. Some of the
recent examples include:
• Honda Cars launched their virtual showroom which allows customers to interact with the digital version of
a car by clicking on various parts.7
• MG Motors has launched the MG eXpert, a platform for customers to experiences the brand's models
using AR and AI, delivering the showroom experience to customers from their homes8
• Audi India introduced AR and VR at their showroom in Gurgaon, that lets the customer experience the
look and feel of the car being configured. They are able to view their customizable car before it is
configured.9
Further, OEMs are realising that the audience visiting online auto portals maybe more serious buyers and
sellers of vehicles and are increasingly shifting digital advertising spend on autos focused platforms from
traditional social media.
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Digital channels of sales have changed how dealer, manufacturers and even aftermarket ancillaries market
their products online. Some automobile companies have made considerable progress in adopting omnichannel customer engagement solutions.

Increasing affinity towards used vehicles
As more people are shifting towards personal mobility as compared to public transport after the onset of
pandemic, the demand for used vehicles among consumers has increased due to their lower cost of
ownership. Even before COVID-19, the BS-VI norms had set the stage for the growth of pre-owned vehicles.
Further, rising aspiration among car buyers is primarily driving consumers to higher segments of the used car
market.
All these factors together coupled with the paradigm shift towards online platforms have provided the right
mix for accelerated growth of the used vehicle segment. Many affluent buyers have started selling or
exchanging luxury cars as it has become more convenient and accessible to use these online services. High
rate of depreciation value of the luxury cars, fast growing base of young population, increasing disposable
income of the consumers and rapid urbanisation are some of the major factors driving the growth of the used
luxury cars.
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Reduced first ownership period of vehicles by customers is also responsible for the rise of the used vehicle
industry. Another key growth driver of the used vehicle market is the increasing financial penetration. The
used passenger car finance penetration stood at 17% in CY2019 and is estimated to increase to 35% in
CY2025.10
With the emergence of an organised sector in the used passenger car market, the demand for used
passenger cars has witnessed a rise, owing to the improved quality standards for buying and selling used
passenger cars. There is increasing demand for pre-owned cars in Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities, largely on the back
of growth of organised players offering reliable products and services.
The increasing penetration of online platforms in the used passenger car market has allowed dealers to
reach a wider audience. Pure classifieds and discovery-based platforms dominated the online used
automobile market for the longest time. The market is now, however, moving towards transaction-based
models, which provide significant added value for both dealers and end-users, as well as a stronger
monetisation path for the platform. The trend is evident in the way even the classifieds and discovery-based
platforms have launched transaction-based product offerings.
With the entry of start-ups, such as Droom, Car Dekho, Spinny, etc. in India, the pre-owned vehicle market
received a fillip. The companies have brought a clear disruption in India's used vehicle market; however, they
face a policy vacuum. The new-age start-ups having online presence as well as offline outlets across India
are able to increase their customer base, not only in metro cities but also in Tier 2, Tier 3 and Tier 4 cities.

Growing awareness for connected and safer cars
A connected car can communicate with other vehicles or systems through a single device. Consumers can
access internet and share data with other devices, both inside and outside the connected vehicle.
In India, connected car technology is still in its infancy, with only 5% of vehicles equipped with
infotainment systems and digital cockpits. Connectivity is primarily limited to smart phones and in-car
infotainment systems. However, customer preference for connected software solutions in passenger
vehicles is expected to grow significantly in the coming years and vehicle manufacturers are aligning their
strategies to capitalise on this evolution in the automotive ecosystem. While overall car sales fell in 2020, the
penetration of connected cars has increased from 12.9% to 20.9%.11 By 2025, most cars in India are
expected to be connected to users' homes and offices.
• In India, Hyundai was the first manufacturer to launch its BlueLink connected vehicle technology with its
Venue compact sport utility vehicle.12
• New entrants such as MG Motor and Kia Motors were the ones to follow with their respective products.
• Kia India has sold 1.5 lakh cars with connected software in the country between 2019 and 2021, in two
years of the launch of its first product in the domestic market.13

In the medium to long run, the connected cars would further be redefined as 'Car-As-A-Platform' or
CAAP. CAAP introduces software as an enabler with a slew of service partners in the vehicle. SIM
connectivity and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions allow car owners to gain real-time access to connectivity,
infotainment, and telematics. It creates digital ecosystems in which suppliers can connect directly with end
users, potentially opening up a plethora of new revenue streams in the future.
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In terms of technologies, AI, blockchain, 5G, IoT and vehicle data will be key drivers, enabling more
customised services that customers value, as well as cybersecurity, which will determine customer
acceptance.

In terms of consumer preferences, technology and innovation are at the forefront of the connected car space
in India's automobile industry. The future trend is toward digital transformation, with vehicles becoming an
ecosystem of on-demand, in-car services rather than just mobility solutions.
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This in turn has encouraged automakers to improve their safety features. Several popular vehicle models in
the country have received four stars or more in the Global New Car Assessment Programme (NCAP) crash
test in recent years. Nissan Magnite and Renault Kiger received four stars in the Global NCAP crash test in
2022. In addition, the Honda City and Honda Jazz received four-star crash test ratings.

Immersive online purchase environment for two-wheelers
Smartphones have emerged as the new storefront and purchase guide for two-wheelers. As per the report
Auto Guide Shift India, 202014, 54% of the two-wheeler buyers find their dealers online through dealer
websites, search engines and brand websites. Even when majority of the prospective buyers visit dealers,
the hybrid experience is more to assess the vehicle rather than making an actual purchase. Thus, twowheeler dealerships are slowly squeezing into an exhibit of physical attributes of the vehicles rather than the
point of purchase. The same report indicated that 67% of the potential buyers swipe their smartphones, while
at the dealer to assess and evaluate best deals and compare interest rates and insurance packages to
minimise the total purchase amount. Approximately 45% of prospective two-wheeler buyers start their
journey online.

Agility and innovation driving the CV segment
The CV segment, which serves as a barometer for economic growth as well, is gradually moving towards a
more agile and organised model. With technologies such as online market for purchasing commercial
vehicles, to predictive maintenance, and shorter model cycle and operational expense models- CVs are
easier and faster to acquire. Coupled with the drive for e-mobility, with electric CV option coming to the
forefront, models such as Mobility-as-a-Service and EV retrofitment are paving way for new business models
to come to a forefront.
Digital technologies and connectivity will shape processes, such as fleet management, optimising and
monitoring activities and transportation efficiencies. There is an increased focus on vehicle safety and
guidelines for companies operating commercial vehicles also, as the segment matures. Standards such as
AIS 140, will view increased enhancement as well as adoption especially by industries such as bus
operators, CVs used by educational institutions, taxi ride-hailing services, and more.
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Trends by vehicle type
In the pre-pandemic era, despite the challenges, such as the change in axle norms, BS-VI transitions, credit
availability and new CAFÉ norms, the automotive sector had shown a great scope of growth. However,
COVID-19 amplified the challenges (both on the demand and supply side) with significant decline in sales.
Reduced economic activity induced by the lockdown, including significant decline in employment,
especially in the rural areas caused a damper on the overall demand of automobiles in India, with twowheelers market facing the hardest blow. The supply chain challenges caused due to shortage of
semiconductor chips and other raw materials, led to reduced production capacities in the industry, bringing
the global automobile supply chain under scrutiny, especially for four-wheelers.

On a positive note, there was a 36% Y-o-Y growth in exports in FY2021-22,
despite the industry's underperformance.

Passenger vehicles
The PV industry has seen a V-Shaped recovery, with car sales picking up gradually. Semi-conductor supply
is picking up, with the global supply chain resurging from COVID-19 and factories operating at full capacity.
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India's PV Segment is underpenetrated (as of FY2021-22) with 24 vehicles per 1,000 people.15 A
growing per capita income will lead to an increase in demand for PVs. The car market is estimated
to grow at a CAGR of 16% between 2021 and 2026.
The reasons for the same are:
• Increased need for personal mobility, induced by- new entrants in the workforce (with more women
and younger generation entering the job market), improved per capita income (causing an increased
propensity to spend), and less preference towards public transportation since the onset of pandemic.
• Gradual growth in demand in Tier 2 cities and rural segment.
• Increase in exports, due to improved safety standards adopted by Indian manufacturers, as well
as economic growth experienced by India's export market

Trends shaping the Indian PV segment
Emission and safety norms
Indian vehicles are set to compete globally with their updated emission and safety norms, which will further
promote vehicle exports.
The adoption of BS-VI and CAFÉ-IInorms (Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency Norms) has been vital
towards improving emission levels. Similarly, safety norms, such as rear parking sensors, driver and
passenger airbags, manual override switch for central locking systems, anti-lock braking system (ABS), seat
belt reminder (mandatory for co-driver as well) and speed limit reminder have been introduced for all vehicle
types. Additionally, Bharat New Car Assessment Programme (BNCAP) proposed by the Ministry of
Transport and Highways (MoRTH), slated to come into effect from April 2023, will be key towards
streamlining pollution and safety standards for PVs sold across country.
Though their implementation will drive up manufacturing costs (by an estimate of 10-15%), these
standards are vital for ensuring pollution control and road safety.
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Premiumisation of PVs
In the last few years, there has been a considerable shift in buyers' preference towards premium car
categories like sports utility vehicles (SUVs) due to comparatively more space, better comfort, driving
experience and maneuverability, compared to sedans or hatchbacks. In recent years, there has been a
surge in demand for compact SUV vehicles in India.

UVs' market share in the passenger vehicle market has steadily increased over the last decade, owing to new
launches at attractive price points, a GST differential that leads to increased sales of compact UVs, and
changing consumer preferences. As a result, of recognising the huge potential in this segment, most
passenger car OEMs are transitioning towards introducing new products or strengthening their SUV
portfolio.
In January 2020, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV (FCA) announced that it will invest USD 250 million to grow its
presence in India, with the launch of four new SUVs under its Jeep brand over the next two years.16 Besides,
FY2021-22 witnessed several UV launches, such as Tata Punch, Mahindra XUV700, Skoda Kushaq, and
Volkswagen Taigun. Given that all of the major upcoming launches are in this segment, the uptick in the UV
segment is expected to continue in the near term.
In recent years, there has been a surge in demand for compact SUV vehicles in India from 15% in FY02 to
48% in the first nine months of FY2021-22, signalling a clear shift in consumer preference. Moreover, SUVs
are priced over INR 10 lakh and the increasing interest among consumers is indicative of their willingness to
spend more on vehicles, which can also be used for off-roading and come equipped with safety features.
Between FY2020-21 and FY2025-26, UVs are expected to outperform other segments by registering a CAGR
of 14-18% compared with just 4-6% in small cars.
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Two-wheelers
India being the largest two-wheeler market globally, has shown a CAGR of 8% from FY2013-14 to FY2017-18
period. The industry recorded it's (till date) all time high in FY2018-19, by recording north of 21 million units in
sales, which was almost double the sales in FY 2010-11 at 11.8 million.
With only 2% of Indian population buying two-wheelers every year as of FY2021-22, there is a huge scope of
growth. However, the trajectory has not been linear.
Challenges faced by the two-wheeler industry:
Increase in prices of entry-level two-wheelers: Reasons for increase in cost of two-wheelers
a The graduation from BS-IV to BS-VI called in for complex modification of engines to ensure compliance
with the emission rules, which led to an increased cost of production for two-wheelers.
b The stricter vehicle safety and regulatory norms have resulted in for greater safety assurance costs. In
2019, it became mandatory for all two-wheelers with engine displacement over 125cc to be equipped with
ABS systems, while for vehicles with Engine displacement below 125 cc to be equipped with combibraking system (CBS)
c The overall cost of insurance of two-wheelers has gone up. Since 2018, it became mandatory for a new bike
owner to pay the third-party premium upfront for five years.

Slowdown in the rural economy
The rural economy (especially the trading community, which is the target group for two-wheelers), has been
hit poorly due to the pandemic. It is still under pressure, due to inflation leading to reduced disposable
income which has resulted in a less propensity to spend, impacting the sales of two-wheelers.

Postponement in purchase
With the EVs coming in the market, the immediate impact on the sale of two-wheelers owing to switch to EVs
is marginal. However, there has been a change in terms of mindset. The prospective customers are
postponing purchase because they are debating purchase of EVs over internal combustion engine (ICE)
vehicles.
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Trends shaping the two-wheeler segment
Evolution of electric two-wheeler market
Coupled with the government initiatives and the drive from stakeholders to foster EV ecosystem in India, the
sales for two-wheeler EVs in India are slowly gaining traction and are projected to grow at an accelerating
pace.
The Indian e-two-wheeler market is expected to hit between 4.5-5 million by 2025, accounting for 25-30% of
the total market, and further at approximately 9 million by 2030.17
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Growth in exports
With over 35% Y-o-Y in FY2021-22 rise in exports levels for two-wheelers, there is a significant demand
overseas. Some prominent export/overseas manufacturing markets include South Asia, Africa, Middle East
and Latin America. As these areas experience economic growth and development, the demand for twowheelers is on a continuous increase.

Out of all two-wheeler categories (scooters, motorcycles, and mopeds), motorcycles make up for
almost 90% of total exports
Premiumisation of the market
Though the entry-level two-wheeler segment is still facing headwinds, the sales for premium models
(engine capacity over 500 cc) are gradually foraying towards pre-covid levels, due to increased interest in
this segment.

The palpable interest in the premium segment is largely owing to a shift from functional purpose to an
expression of freedom, exploration, and adventure. With the bike riding ecosystem spawning up because
of younger demographic showing interest in biking clubs and travel expeditions, the premium segment is
expected to grow.
Major OEMs are venturing into the premium segment, either through joint ventures or by launching
newer models to gauge short to near term demands.

Commercial vehicles
Commercial vehicles sales, while being an active contributor to the automotive industry, are also a
barometer of the economic activity within the country. With the pandemic hampering the economy and
curtailing movement, the sales for commercial vehicles have been muted since their last peak in 2018-19.
However, the industry is gradually making a comeback, with commercial activities picking up.
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• The LCV experience an advantage of navigating through narrow roads and steep terrains, vital to ensure
last-mile connectivity.
• Industry is estimating the demand for light and medium heavy trucks (over 3.5 tonne) to increase to nearly
0.43 million units in FY2022-23. This demand will be higher than 0.34 million units in FY2021-22, but still
significantly lower than the last peak of 0.56 million units in FY2018-1918.
• Sales of heavy-duty trucks, which remained at 0.16 million units in FY2021-22 against a previous peak of
0.30 million units, is gradually catching up. The sales of buses were most hit by the pandemic, with only
17,500 units in FY2021-22, as compared to the previous peak of 64,000 units. However, the segment is
projected to cross the earlier peak in the upcoming 2-3 years with an increased need of mobility and
urbanisation shaping up the sales.
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After peaking in FY2018-19, CV sales fell sharply by 29% in FY2019-20, and 21% in FY2020-21, as there
was a huge dent in demand owing to high fuel prices, mobility restrictions due to COVID-19, easing of axle
norms and economic contraction.
Around 92,000 units of CVs were exported in FY2021-22 vis-a-vis around 50,000 units in FY2020-21,
leading to an 83% increase in exports. This jump in exports can be attributed to sharp increase in
manufacturing as well as shipments with international geographies opening up.
The Indian CV market stood at USD 1,900 million in FY2020-21. The market is further projected to grow
further to USD 4,257 million by FY2026-27, registering a CAGR of 15%.

Trends shaping the Indian CV segment
Infrastructure development
The INR 100 trillion project, Gati Shakti, announced by the government in August 2021, is aimed at boosting
economic growth through Infrastructure. With the goal to provide holistic and integrated growth within the
country, the project is also focused on creating opportunities for new future economic zones and aims to
reduce transportation time and connectivity via roads. This will cause a major boost in the economic activity,
and coupled with improved road connectivity, CVs are expected to experience a direct as well as indirect
boost in sales.
This massive infrastructure push is expected to improve CV sales by 18-23% this fiscal year19,with the
industry expected to sustain its growth momentum in the near future. Additionally, MHCVs are expected to
grow at 37-42% this fiscal, owing to demands from the infrastructure segment, such as construction, steel,
cement, and mining.
Growth in e-commerce and last-mile delivery
The demand of LCVs, which hold the largest revenue share for CVs, are expected to be dominated by the
FMCG and e-commerce industry. With a rise in per capita income, growing internet penetration discount
offers provided by online shopping platforms, with easy payment and financing options- the FMCG sector, is
experiencing accelerated growth and is also aiding the growth of Indian SCV market.
The small commercial vehicles experience advantages such as wider reach to narrow roads, and ease in
navigating across hilly terrains, vital for last-mile connectivity. The LCV volume is expected to rise 9-14% in
FY2022-23 on account of higher demand for last-mile connectivity fuelled by sectors, such as FMCG,
pharma, construction, and e-commerce.
Connectivity consolidation and automation
The CV market, which was largely fragmented and not too organised via technology, is changing with
Interact Analytics consolidating the industry. The focus is shifting on developing global platforms, which
provide access to high quality automated solutions, fostering connectivity across supply chain, while
facilitating easy payment options. While the future of connected vehicles is not very clear in the CV segment,
application of telematics to ensure an end-to-end integration of various technological cogs.
Evolving vehicle architecture
The traditional classic architecture for CV, heavily customised by OEMs to fit multiple vocations didn't evolve
much in the past decade. However, a breakthrough towards electric mobility provides an opportunity for
powertrain innovation at a larger level. Beyond the requirement to replace the engine with an electric motor,
there is signification innovation that is underway with respect to overall design and software control layer.
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Three-wheelers
The three-wheeler segment in India is closely linked with crucial economic activities in India. The segment
has been privy to headwinds since its previous peak in FY2018-19, with a steep decline in FY2020-21, when it
clocked around 2,16,000 units in the fiscal year. This decline was mostly faced by the passenger carrier
segment as last mile shared mobility and commercial activities were close to negligible in the peak lockdown
months during the pandemic. Additionally, the goods carrier segment is also facing turbulences due to shift
towards LCVs and emerging adoption of e-three-wheelers in the e-commerce space. The segment also
faced a blow owing to the price hike after the transition to BS-VI segment.

• Indian three-wheeler market is segmented based on vehicle and fuel type.
• Based on vehicle type, it can be divided into passenger carrier and load carrier. Passenger carrier holds
the dominant share of the market (approximately 83% in FY2019-20)20 and is likely to continue through
2026. The growth is due to three-wheelers used for mobility purposes, as well as three wheelers
prominently used for last-mile connectivity.
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Although the pandemic led to a de-growth in both domestic sales and exports, a steeper dip was visible in
domestic volumes, due to slowdown (pandemic induced lockdowns and lower economic activity) and
increasing adoption to e-three wheelers. Currently, many OEMs are pushing exports significantly and
expanding overseas to mitigate the losses from the domestic market.
The three-wheeler space is gradually experiencing a demand recovery, even though it's not back to preCOVID-19 levels. Furthermore, it is evident that e-rickshaws are the biggest mover in the three-wheeler
segment. In July 2022, e-rickshaws made up for 52% of total sales for three-wheelers, as compared to
35% in July 2021.21 The PV category in three-wheelers is also experiencing a demand growth.

Trends shaping the Indian three-wheeler segment
Increase in the share of electric three-wheelers
Electric three-wheelers are gradually emerging as a preferred option amongst consumers. This growth is
aided by rising fuel costs, as well as input costs in the ICE segment. Additionally, with various government
initiatives, such as FAME-II and PLI schemes to support domestic manufacturing of EVs in the country, this
segment is expected to grow at an accelerated pace.
Various industries such as pharma, e-commerce, textile, FMCG, retail prefer three-wheelers as a last mile
connectivity solution since it offers exceptional manoeuvrability at affordable prices. With the vast need for
delivery solutions, the logistics ecosystem is evolving by effectively integrating technology, infrastructure,
and prompt services at reasonable costs- enhancing the preference for three-wheelers as a last mile delivery
solution.

Increased use of ride-hailing services
Cab aggregators expect India to become a fast g rowing and profitable market soon, backed by heavy
demand and low penetration of ride-hailing. Ride hailing penetration in India is 0.3%, which is one-tenth
the penetration numbers in markets such as the US22, signalling immense scope for growth in India.
Ride hailing companies, such as Ola and Uber view India as a long-term investment and are looking to push
two-and three-wheeler products. Uber Moto and Uber Auto, which offer rides on motorbikes and autos,
are amongst the fastest growing segments for Uber in India. According to a report by Public First
commissioned by Uber, earnings for drivers and indirect effects like car maintenance created economic
value worth INR 44,600 crore in India in 2021. The report also estimated that Uber Created a consumer
surplus of INR 1.5 trillion in India last year.

Emergence of EV segment
Electric Vehicle or EV Industry, though at nascent stages, is gradually gaining momentum in India. With the
rise in population and accelerated growth in demand for vehicles, dependence on conventional energy
sources is not a sustainable option, especially with India importing close to 80% of its crude oil
requirements. The ongoing EV adoption in India is based on the Paris Agreement to reduce carbon
emissions, improve air quality, and reduce oil imports.
The government aims to electrify 70% of all CVs, 30% of private cars, 40% of buses and 80% of twowheeler and three-wheeler sales by 2030.23 This is line with the goal to achieve net zero carbon
emissions by 2070.
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Market segmentation and penetration analysis
•

Electric two-wheelers (E2Ws): On an annual basis, the sales for electric two-wheeler segment recorded
an increase of 75% in FY2021-22 over FY2020-21. Electrification of two-wheelers is increasing with
penetration expected to grow from ~1% to ~10% between FY2020-21 to FY2025-26.

• Electric three-wheelers (E3Ws): On an annual basis, the combined sales for Passenger and Cargo
Electronic 3-Wheeler Segment recorded an increase of 102% in FY2021-22 over FY2020-21. Electric
rickshaws are gradually replacing cycle rickshaws in Tier-I and II cities. On the other hand, share of cargo
e-3W increased from 3.7% to 11% between FY2020-21, with the category growing by 97%. Level of
penetration of e3W sales is expected to grow from ~41% in FY2020-21 to ~42% in FY2025-26, marking it
as one of the saturated segments currently. For eLCVs, the level of penetration is expected to grow from
0.01% in FY2020-21 to 4% in FY2025-26.
• Electric cars (e-cars): On an annual basis, e-cars registered an increase in 275% in FY2021-22 over FY21.
The level of penetration of e-cars is expected to grow from ~0.17% in FY2020-21 to ~4% in FY2025-26.
• Electric buses (e-buses): On an annual basis, E-buses sales increased by 220% in FY2021-22 over
FY2020-21. These sales, however, only make up for 11% of total order book of 10,000 e-buses received
between FY2020-21 and FY2021-22. The level of penetration for e-buses is expected to grow from ~2%
in FY2020-21 to ~6% in FY2025-26.
• Charge points: As per the Bureau of Energy Efficiency, total of 1,742 public charging points were
recorded (cumulative till date in FY22). As of March 15, 2021, DSI has sanctioned 3,397 charging stations
under FAME Scheme.

State-wise sales analysis

Growth drivers
Government support
The Government of India has been at the forefront of framing policies related to EV adoption in the country.
Few of the programmes launched by the government to increase EV adoption in the sector that are driving
growth in the industry are –
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• FAME India Scheme: Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid and) Electric Vehicles (FAME) was
launched to promote growth and early adoption of hybrid and electric vehicles in the country. In the union
budget FY2022-23, the government extended the scheme until 2024. FAME-II was also launched to support
1 million e-two-wheelers, 0.5 million e-three -wheelers, 55,000 e-passenger vehicles and 7,000 e-buses.
• PLI Scheme: The government introduced Production Linked Incentive for Advanced Chemistry Cell
Battery Storage (PLI-ACC) scheme. The scheme is expected to boost India's battery infrastructure. The total
outlay for the scheme is USD 2.45 billion, which would be disbursed to beneficiaries over five years once they
set up a manufacturing facility.
• Battery Swapping Policy: In 2022, NITI Aayog released a draft battery swapping policy which will be valid
until March 31, 2025. Battery swapping is a mechanism that involves exchanging discharged batteries for
charged ones. The policy is targeted at supporting the adoption of battery-swapping, primarily for systems
used in electric scooters and three-wheeler electric rickshaws2425
• e-Amrit: The government launched a website e-AMRIT at the COP26 summit in Glasgow, which will
function as a one-stop destination for all information on electric vehicles. It addresses key concerns about
the adoption of EVs, their purchase, information about investment opportunities, government policies, and
available subsidies for drivers and manufacturers.26
• State-level subsidies: The state governments are also actively providing incentives, which includeCapital Subsidy, Stamp Duty Exemption, Power Tariff Subsidy/ Electricity Duty Exemption, Capital Interest
Subsidy, Debt Interest Subsidy for land and infrastructure, R&D and Patent grants, Infrastructure SubsidyLand and land development costs, to list a few.
Private players entering the EV space
As revolutionary electrification technologies move closer to mass commercialisation, investors are
encouraging the whole ecosystem of EV and are focusing on attractively priced higher value-add areas like
charging solutions
Indian EV tech start-ups hit an all-time high in 2021, nearly reaching INR 3,307 crore across more than 25
deals, despite the pandemic. This amount is 255% higher than that of funds raised in 2020, and 12% higher
than the pre-pandemic year 2019, when EV start-ups raised about USD 397 million.
For Q1 FY2022-23, equity funding of ~INR 5,233 crore (USD 658 million) was raised, more than double from
the previous quarter. Biggest funding was raised by Ampere (a part of Greaves Electric Mobility) for INR1 ,750
crore (USD 220 million).
YTD, in FY2022-23 (July 2022), venture capital and private equity companies have invested INR 5,295 crore
(USD 666 million) across 24 transactions in Indian electric mobility companies.
According to the report, Indian EV companies saw external investments jump eightfold to USD 1.7 billion in
2021 from USD 181 million in the previous year.
Adoption of newer business models
EVs are bringing disruptive business models to the forefront with technology as an enabler, acting as a
catalyst towards the economic transformation caused by the Mobility Solutions. As EV ecosystem is a nexus
of multitude of stakeholders, such as fleet operators, aggregator service providers, energy operators, ecommerce, coupled with Government and Private investments- strategic alliances among these
stakeholders can create synergies.
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Few such business models (powered by EVs are):
• First and Last Mile Delivery: Electric Vehicles are excellent enablers for completing the value chain for
public transportation by providing first/last mile delivery services. As E-3Ws have a lower lifecycle cost,
EV adoption to provide first/last mile connectivity seems a better business choice, while being more
sustainable. With the sales of Electric Three Wheelers (21,911 units) surpassing conventional ICE Three
Wheelers (19.597 units) for the first time in May 2022, E-3Ws are clearly becoming a preferred choice.
Various industries such as pharma, e-commerce, textile, FMCG, retail prefer e-three-wheelers as a last
mile connectivity solution
• Battery as a Service: Battery swapping falls under the broader umbrella of Battery as a Service (BaaS)
business models which involve users purchasing an EV without the battery, which significantly lowers
upfront costs, and paying a regular subscription fee (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) to service providers for
battery services throughout the vehicle lifetime. BaaS is applicable for both fixed and removeable
batteries and is the channel to implement swapping solutions. Benefits of Battery-as-a-Service business
model include:
− Shift from capital to operational Costs: A driver need not worry about finding an EV charging station
nearby or the upfront costs associated at the time of buying. They can buy an EV without a battery
which will save up to 30-50% expense, shifting the whole objective from a capital cost to an
operational cost.
− Alleviation of range anxiety: Directly alleviates Range Anxiety as the waiting time for charging the
battery gets curtailed.
− Propelling faster EV Adoption: This will facilitate interoperability within the EV ecosystem. Different
manufacturers can now provide batteries that will be compatible with electric vehicles in the market,
leading to wider penetration of EVs in India
•

Shared Mobility: Shared e-mobility brings connectivity and automation, making mobility safe and
seamless. With the Internet of Things (IoT), vehicles can become a part of real time information networks
which will help commuters, service providers, as well as city planners to gather data and work upon
enhancing rider experience as well as road safety. Shared Mobility opens avenues for real-time GPS
tracking, vehicle vitals detection, risk profile analysis, as well as cloud connectivity. This model also gives
daily commuters a chance to adapt to latest technologies, by opting for Vehicle Subscription Models and
Rentals.

Comparison with global markets
In terms of EV sales globally- Norway (18.1 %), Iceland (5.5 %), Sweden (3.7 %), and the Netherlands (3.2 %)
are leading in terms of the number of EVs sold compared to the total of all passenger cars on the road.
China, Germany, the EU, and the US are leading the way regarding pure sales volume. While EV is
booming in some countries, it's still relatively marginal on a broader scale.

Related- electric mobility index:
The e-mobility index uses three key indicators to compare the competitive positions of some of the leading
automotive sales markets worldwide: technology, industry, and market.
China and Germany are the countries at the forefront of the transition to electric mobility. China was the
leading country for the technological development of electric vehicles, whereas Germany scored highest in
terms of current customer demand.
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After beginning to roll back subsidies for electric vehicles, China fell behind in terms of electric vehicle market
size, although China was the world's largest automotive market in 2020. It is estimated that between three
and 3.5 million electric vehicles were in use across China in 2019.
However, China is gradually resurging from the pandemic, and with its' economic activity picking up, the
China Passenger Car Association has revised its EV Sales Projections (for PVs) for FY2021-22 from 5.5
million units to 6 million units. The forecast dwarfs expected FY 2021-22 EV sales for US (at 1.2 million) and
Europe (at 0.1 million).27

Key drivers for EV growth globally:
• Green mandates: More than 20 countries have announced bans on the sales of ICE Vehicles, or
mandated new sales to only include zero emission vehicles. Additionally, approximately 127 countries
(including India) are adopting net-zero emission targets.28
• Stronger incentives: With Europe leading government support in form of purchase incentives (a total of
USD 14 billion offered globally), China also delayed subsidy phase out to promote the EV sales.
• Cost reduction: The cost of running an electric vehicle being lower than ICE has been a huge factor in
enabling EV sales. With the battery prices reduced to USD 100/kWh milestone in some cases; coupled
with price cap-based subsidies, EVs become a cost-effective alternative.
• Expansion of charging infrastructure: The EV Segment experienced a 45% Y-o-Y growth in public
charging infrastructure in FY2019-20, thus enabling the ecosystem for conducive growth. − China had
more than 1.1 million publicly accessible electric vehicle chargers in 2021, accounting for over 65% of
such chargers in the world.
− On average in 2021, the EU offers five fast public chargers for every 100 km.
− In the US, Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) provides USD 7.5 billion to develop the country's EVcharging infrastructure. The goal is to install 500,000 public chargers—publicly accessible charging
stations compatible with all vehicles and technologies—nationwide by 2030.
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Challenges faced
Battery safety and quality
EV batteries are, by and large the most important component of an EV, accounting for 40% of vehicle costs. A
lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery is an advanced battery technology that uses lithium ions as the main component.
Thermal Management in the EV battery is of utmost importance since it regulates the vehicle temperature
and enables it to operate in extreme weather conditions.
There have been a few recent incidents which have brought battery safety under question, necessitating
stringent testing and safety norms for batteries. The first step towards ensuring safety and quality is to
implement standardisation in manufacturing and testing, to eliminate/reduce anomalies.
To implement standardisation and quality control over battery safety and quality, the Bureau of Indian
Standards (BIS) is defining performance standards for lithium-ion batteries to safeguard consumers. The
standards will incorporate the test procedures for performance, reliability and electrical functionality for
battery packs and are harmonised with 'ISO 12405-4:2018' standards.29

EV financing
Banks as well as NBFCs currently hesitate to lend for EVs due to asset and business model risks. As a result,
EV buyers cannot obtain interest rates and tenures comparable to internal combustion engine vehicles if
financing is available.

Asset risks
•

Technology risk: Extremely high upfront cost, which slows adoption

•

Policy risk: Lack of awareness on the details of national and state-level policies, and challenges
accessing incentives result in increased risk perception around EV Financing.

•

Manufacturer risk: Lack of local supply chains for parts and components used for manufacturing EVs
and EV batteries creates barriers for local manufacturing.

•

Resale risk: EVs have a reduced resale value due to nascent ecosystem and a lack of secondary market
(except for segments like e-rickshaws where the secondary market exists, it is highly unstructured)

Business model risks
•

Operations and maintenance risk: Operational aspects of EV use- such as battery replacement,
voltage fluctuations, or technical requirements of changing infrastructure- are yet to be understood in
India. The vehicle's lifecycle may be shortened by a lack of awareness around maintenance
requirements and patterns, reducing bankability.

•

Utilisation risk: Infrastructure issues include lack of available land where charging infrastructure can be
installed, intensive cost of purchasing and installing EV charging equipment and ensuring stability of
grids in those areas. In short, EVs have high capital cost with low operating expenses, as opposed
to ICE, where fixed costs are lower and variable costs are higher.

Ecosystem challenges
•

Operational and logistics costs: The vehicle financing Industry is composed of small financial units
run mostly through small branches in India. They lack synergies, standardisation in operations, and
rely on manual labour to collect loans.

29 ET auto
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• NBFC liquidity issues: Post the bankruptcy of Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services (IL&FS) in
2018, the NBFC sector has been facing a liquidity crunch, leading to tightened funding for vehicle
financers, prompting reduced lending and increased risk aversion in the sector.
• Varying degree of risks with various segments and use cases: Risk differs and various as per the
vehicle type and the utilisation requirements (whether for personal use or for business purposes, like for
delivery and cab services)
Key challenges which arise because of these risks include
• High interest rates: Interest rates of 20% or more (two times of petrol diesel vehicles)
• Low loan-to-value ratio: Down payment between 25% and 50% for EVs, including capital intensive ebuses
• Short-term tenures: Tenures shorter than ICE vehicle loans by several months, increasing the Equated
Monthly Instalment (EMI).
• Limited financing options: Few dedicated EV loan products outside of e-rickshaw loans and SBI's Green
Car Scheme.
Adequate evolution of charging infrastructure- Leading to range anxiety
The charging infrastructure is the backbone of electric mobility but is also one of the key perceived barriers to
EV adoption in India given its limited availability and long charging times.
India is picking up the pace in setting up the charging infrastructure but not as much as is there in other
regions like European Union (EU), USA or China. High operating cost, Discom load, and the uncertainty
related to utilisation rates of charging stations are holding back the charge operators from expanding their
current reach.
The adoption of EVs saw a significant rise in the country between FY2019-20 and FY2021-22, with EV sales
rising 155% year-on-year to 4,29,217 units in FY2021-22, as per Federation of Automobile Dealers
Associations' (FADA) data. However, the number of operational public charging stations in the country stood
at 1,640 as of February 2022, a rise of only 77%, or 713 charging stations, from June 2020, as per the Ministry
of Power's data.
Few factors which can help expediate the growth of charging infrastructure include:
• Segregation of big players/stakeholders from start-ups: The government is currently keeping big
players, like Tata Power and Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), and smaller start-ups in the same
bucket while coming up with new policies or mandates, which is not ideal for both the set of players.
• Need of raising awareness and enhancing ecosystem: To sustain and promote EV demand, there is a
strong need to incentivise players to set up stations in neighbourhood localities like residential
apartments, commercial complexes, shopping malls, etc. along with government and utility companies
playing the role to set up large charging stations across state and national highways to prompt people to
buy EVs.
• Need for a uniform growth: The government highlighted that 678 public EV charging stations were set up
in these nine cities between October 2021 and January 2022, an impressive 2.5 times jump from the earlier
numbers provided by it. However, it also means that only 35 charging stations were set up in the entire
country between June 2020 and February 2022, leaving that four-month period. This creates an imbalance
in growth of public charging facilities at a national level.
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Customer resistance – Limited models and high upfront costs
While the cost of operating EVs is lower than ICE (as it is offset by low fuel costs, running and maintenance
costs, as well as incentives), EVs require high upfront costs, which becomes a huge deterrent in for buying
electric cars.
Coupled with that, there are fewer players in the market for E.V Options. While 2-W Segment still provides
some options, there are only 4-5 mass electric cars in India and 5-6 in the luxury segment, with additional
options to be launched in the coming years. On the other hand, ICE Vehicles provide a plethora of options (in
terms of design, features and customisation requirements), making it more attractive for customers.
In the last 2 decades, the automotive industry has seen cutting edge technology, higher convenience
functionalities, improved vehicle security, increased digitisation and electrification of car components, etc.
All this is driven by the integration of wireless communication and GPS based technology in automobiles.
This revolution, dubbed as Telematics, has brought an intriguing array of in-car services that have improved
the driving experience, set new lifestyle requirements, raised brand awareness, and improved customer
experience.

Rise of telematics in India
In the last 2 decades, the automotive industry has seen cutting edge technology, higher convenience
functionalities, improved vehicle security, increased digitisation and electrification of car components, etc.
All this is driven by the integration of wireless communication and GPS based technology in automobiles.
This revolution, dubbed as telematics, has brought an intriguing array of in-car services that have improved
the driving experience, set new lifestyle requirements, raised brand awareness, and improved customer
experience.
The technological evolution of telematics in India has been in line with telematics journey of other countries
with five distinct phases, all of which are characterised by ongoing improvement.
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India has just entered Phase 3 of this evolution with OEMs offering complete vehicle connectivity
through embedded sims for enabling solutions.
The Indian telematics market has only been exposed to basic telematics services such as GPS-enabled
navigation and vehicle tracking systems. Telematics adoption has been very less in the passenger cars and
trucks (due to large number of single truck owners for whom installing high-cost telematics would affect
margins as compared to fleet owners) as compared to commercial vehicles, taxi companies and fleet
operators. However, the usage of telematics in the Indian automotive industry has shown a positive trend in
the recent years.
Over the previous decade, basic in-car entertainment, navigation, and in-car networking (for example, via
Bluetooth) have progressed significantly and are an incumbent part of OEM offerings for PVs. Advanced
telematics capabilities that use car sensor data, driving behaviour, and vehicle-health characteristics are also
growing, but they have yet to gain widespread popularity among private car owners. The segment is picking
up and expected to register the largest growth owing to consumer appetite for advanced technologies, and
renewed focus of OEMs and telematics service providers to deliver the same. The two-wheeler segment has
yet to make a large impact on the Indian telematics market owing to limited capability for telematics in terms
of device size and cost.
The drivers behind the global adoption of telematics are majorly commercial and regulatory. This is mirrored
in the Indian telematics market but at a conservative capacity. In India, the focus remains on telematics
fitments in public vehicles for regulatory compliance of AIS-140.
Despite its current low penetration in India, there is immense growth potential for telematics in India. One
major driver for the uptake of telematics solutions has been the mandated vehicle tracking and emergency
panic button in public transportation vehicles and cabs as per AIS-140. This paved the way for mass fitments
of devices and for multiple device manufacturers to be certified and be a part of the ecosystem. Similarly, the
shift to BS-VI led to more embedded telematics fitments in vehicles for monitoring the increasingly complex
engine and for real time emission reporting. Further, the government's announcement to make India free
from toll plazas by 2023, with money for tolls being deducted through a GPS tracking system installed in the
vehicle will provide impetus for the telematics industry in India.
Besides, other factors driving the growth of telematics in India are:
• Increased awareness of customers on larger benefits and reduction in cost of vehicle ownership
• Increasing adoption in PV space in line with developed markets
• Increased EV uptake across vehicle segments
• Insurance premium incentives
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With a shift in growth segments and OEM focus on solutions with more system applicability, the market
drivers in this decade will be:
• Regulatory implementation of AIS-140 in the remaining states: The CV segment growth will be largely
driven by the continued and homogeneous implementation of AIS-140 in the public transportation
vehicles in remaining states, who had deferred the implementation owing to reasons such as COVID-19.
• The evolution of use cases is expected to shift towards the PV segment: Telematics solutions in India
are currently merely providing real-time location of vehicles and some fleet management solutions. A
change can be noted from simple, plain track-and-trace solutions to much more improved on-board
diagnostics devices such as OBD II (implemented based on ISO 15031 standard) based solutions. These
devices can be used to monitor driving behaviour as well as to detect any potential problems with the
vehicle which increases OEM level adoption for these solutions.
• Increased EV uptake: While EV vehicles currently are fitted with telematics devices, there is limited
mobilisation of the data and customer focused insights. The newly evolving use cases are expected to
improve battery management and provide charging information. Given the high interest and acceptance
seen from young customers towards electric vehicles, this will drive greater telematics technology
knowledge proliferation. NITI Aayog targets 80% EV penetration in the two-wheeler segment by 2030
which will be a huge driver for the growth of the two-wheeler segment.

Current dominance of telematics in Indian CV industry
Commercial vehicle telematics is the dominant segment in the Indian telematics market, currently being
driven majorly by regulatory telematics fitments in public transportation vehicles.
MoRTH has taken measures in the right way by introducing the AIS-140 regulation. While the process began
in 2014, initially driven by the necessity to bring in safety measures in public transport, the rule took official
shape only in May 2017. Since then, many device and auto-parts manufacturers have started working to
develop AIS-140 issued devices, and presented them for certification.

The CV telematics market makes up ~66% of the total Indian market and was valued at INR 3.68 billion in
2021; it constitutes ~ 0.45% of the global CV telematics market. The total telematics installed base in
commercial vehicles is approximately more than 2mn fitments.
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Further, COVID-19 has led to the growing adoption of commercial telematics in the logistics sector due to the
surge in e-commerce sales.
The OEMs operating in India are entering partnerships with telematics players to offer integrated fleet
management solutions for logistics.

Demand for telematics in the CV segment is driven by need for fuel efficiency, advancement of logistics and
e-commerce in India, need for cargo and vehicle safety, rise in transit losses and policy support for
enablement of safety in public transport.
Differences in global telematics vs Indian telematics market
The global telematics market is currently valued at over USD 86 billion and has been growing at a CAGR of
18%. The Indian Telematics market currently makes up ~ 0.08% of the total global market and is valued at
USD 70 million
• The value creation potential of telematics solutions is low in India as compared to global markets, such as
North America and Europe since adoption has been very low in passenger cars and trucks. Globally,
OEMs and customers are seeing the value creation potential in telematics across levers like car
attractiveness, internal usage (reduction in quality & consumption costs), aftersales (preventive repair
and maintenance) and connected services (convenience, value add services like User based insurance UBI, Over the air updates – OTA, etc.). This potential is yet to be realised in India as compared to global
markets.
• The drivers behind the global adoption of telematics are majorly commercial and regulatory. This is
mirrored in the Indian telematics market but at a conservative capacity. Regulatory initiatives relating to
safety and security have made a decisive impact on the adoption of telematics in Europe – For e.g. the
EU's eCall initiative and Russia's ERA-GLONASS have mandated that all new car models sold include an
automatic emergency call device. Commercial services in North America have driven the adoption of
OEM telematics services, which have evolved from a differentiator to a mainstream feature now offered by
majority of the leading car brands on many of their models, owing to consumers' increasing appetite for
greater connectivity and intelligence in their vehicles. In India, the focus still remains on telematics
fitments in public vehicles for regulatory compliance of AIS-140.
• OEM fitment of telematics is higher globally, as compared to India: Several categories of car telematics
applications are offered on a commercial basis by most leading carmakers globally.
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Examples include roadside assistance, stolen vehicle tracking (SVT), vehicle diagnostics, connected
navigation and infotainment, Wi-Fi hotspots, concierge services and convenience applications. OEM
fitments in India have majorly been limited to track & trace, mainly due to high price elasticity. Even though
versions of global solutions are offered by Indian OEMs and telematics service providers (TSPs), an
increase in the vehicle price can cause volumes to fall dramatically in a cost-centric market like India.
• Development of value-add services using telematics applications is more prevalent abroad owing to
integration of all stakeholders in the ecosystem. Several other applications of telematics also exist
globally, for instance usage-based insurance, leasing and rental fleet management as well as electronic
toll collection and road charging. Global carmakers are also gradually exploring in-vehicle commerce
platforms and data exchanges to offer telematics data to third-party service providers. While these
opportunities have been discussed in India, there is a long road ahead in their implementation which
requires major strides from all stakeholders in the Indian telematics ecosystem.
Telematics ecosystem
The telematics ecosystem can be divided into three layers: services for end users (both vehicleindependent and vehicle-centric), the infrastructure enabling delivery of those services and the
stakeholders who manage them.

Telematics service providers: The Indian telematics manufacturing ecosystem has over 100 certified local
and national device manufacturers. There are end-to-end solution providers with complete in-house
software and hardware development and manufacturing, or solely hardware / software focused players, or
PV/CV segment focused players in the market as well. These TSPs collaborate with OEMs on specifications
of devices for their vehicles.
OEMs can combine different types of hardware accessories, software, and mobile apps for increased
efficiency and visibility into organisational processes thus creating wider use cases for telematics solutions
which are driving OEM adoption of telematics. Additionally, they are also able to strengthen their customer
understanding and capabilities by leveraging telematics data. Over-the-air updates and diagnostics features
are helping to build their after-sales service offerings.
Connectivity Supply: A key functionality of a telematics device is communication of data collected to be
further analysed by stakeholders for insights and enable applications. This communication is facilitated by
telecom players. Seamless supply of connectivity services enables telematics devices to function at their
optimum capacity, reduces latency in data sharing, and creates opportunities for more device applications.
In India, currently the minimum mandated network is 2G.
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IT/tech companies: The increasing focus on telematics data has illuminated the foremost step as selection
of the proper cloud service with storage and accessibility solutions becomes important to develop further
applications for customers. Further, the integration of more intelligent systems in telematics also requires the
intervention of IT infrastructure and service providers. A key role is that of a system integrator, governing the
deployment-to-operation lifecycle and specialising in bringing together component subsystems into a whole
and ensuring that those subsystems function together.
Government: The Government has/will be a key stakeholder for the historical / future growth of telematics in
India. With favourable policy making to boost the manufacturing ecosystem, introduction of industry
standards and mandates, comprehensive testing and certification norms to ensure device safety, they have
been instrumental in standardising the ecosystem and driving adoption so far. Additionally, they are also able
to derive benefits from telematics technology in terms of increased road, passenger safety and visibility of
public transportation vehicles. The implementation and advancement in scope of AIS-140 will enable
benefits such as better utilisation tracking and resource maximisation of public fleets, streamlined
emergency response, improved emissions, safer driving habits and asset security.
With the increase in applicability of telematics in various use cases such as insurance, in-car infotainment
and advertising, the ecosystem has widely evolved to involve diversified competencies and new nontraditional stakeholders.
Although the telematics market in India is still in the nascent stage, there is a strong growth rate expected due
to the increased demand for fleet management and other basic telematics services.
Future development of the telematics ecosystem in India can have some impediments owing to the current
market challenges that are faced by various stakeholders. Regulatory intervention is required for the
integration of all the current automotive and non-automotive stakeholders, and the extended ecosystem
players who will arise from the mobilisation of telematics data. The increasing electronics in vehicles from
telematics fitments also calls for more stringent cybersecurity engineering practices across the entire value
chain to combat threats such as consumer data breaches or vehicle thefts and ensure physical safety in
connected cars. There is a need to strengthen regulations such as those pertaining to component level
specifications, telecommunication modules, etc. to address the white spaces and pave the way for further
mandates.
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Key challenges
faced by the sector
Mismatch in semiconductor supply chain
Semiconductors or chips used in vehicle manufacturing may seem a small component, however, is a
prerequisite for manufacturing. It takes almost two months to make one chip and it goes through several
stages before it can be installed in a car or an electronic item. On top of it, there are not many manufacturers
who make semiconductor chips in the world. As the pandemic hit the world, a disruption in semiconductor
supply chain emerged.
The reasons behind disruptions were:
• Pandemic-induced lockdowns which hampered cross-country supply chain
• With the demand for automobiles picking up gradually and accelerated usage of Semi-conductors in
vehicles for new and improved features such as Vehicle Electrification, Connectivity, Driving Assistance,
Vehicle Safety, etc. the demand for semi-conductors witnessed a huge rise. Global chip sales rose to
26.2% in 2021, sharply above the projection of 6.3% made in late 201930. by the Semiconductor
Industry Association (SIA). Thus, the industry needed some time before it could streamline its supply with
accelerated demand requirements.
With slowdown in the supply of semiconductor chips, vehicle manufacturing was impacted. The
manufacturing of semiconductors requires large amount of capital and has an average gestation period of 69 months. Moreover, it has a long production cycle of about 18-20 weeks. In India, as of December 2021, the
carmakers were sitting on the books of seven lakh pending orders. For the Indian and international market,
the average lead time has been around 14 weeks.
The semiconductor business is capital-intensive, with long gestation periods. Manufacturing capacity gets
added in chunks, while demand picks up slowly. This leads to a build-up of inventory, which is subsequently
followed by a downturn.
However, the Covid related shutdowns which impeded global logistics and supply merely amplified the
structural shortcomings owing to mismatch in automobile and semi-conductor supply chains. The market for
semiconductor chips in automobile industry is quite vulnerable, with a few companies holding a reasonable
market share. It's time to revamp the business model, and for automobile companies to reconsider the longterm procurement strategies for semi-conductors. Meanwhile, markets such as Taiwan, Japan, and South
Korea have witnessed investments to increase capacity, which may result in supply chain improvements by
the end of this year.
The Indian Government announced the Semicon India Program in December 2021 and cleared an INR
76,000 crore scheme to boost domestic semi-conductor production. Recently, the Ministry of Electronics
and Information Technology has formed a committee to promote the vision of making India a global leader in
semi-conductor manufacturing, design and innovation. Though it's a step in the right direction, but
dependencies on semi-conductor imports will not shrink in the short to medium term for India.

Automotive cybersecurity
With the growth in connected cars, there has been an astronomical increase in the data privy to cybercrimes. The frequency of cyber-attacks on cars has increased by 225% from 2018 to 202131.With the
connected car market on the cusp of growth in India, ensuring effective automotive cybersecurity is the need
of the hour.
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The first two months of 2022 reported more cybercrimes than the entire 2018, evidenced in the CERT-In data.
With these statistics, car makers need to go the extra mile to gain consumer's trust and ensure vehicle safety.
In a recent automotive study conducted by IBM, 62% of consumers said that they would consider a brand
which ensures better data security and privacy.
Best practices which can be taken up by automotive players are:
• Allocation of a dedicated team focused on cybersecurity, to ensure timely and effective organisationwide cybersecurity governance
• Conducting gap-assessment, to analyse if the best practices pertaining to automotive cybersecurity,
such as incident response, collaboration, governance, risk assessment and management, awareness and
training are being followed. Dedicated resources and pro-active intervention, wherever a gap is
recognised can go miles.
• Awareness and training sessions, for specifying and communicating cyber security standards and best
practices to ensure data privacy with internal and external stakeholders.

Pressure on entry-level vehicle segments
The entry-level vehicle segment has been affected by the increased cost of acquisition in recent years due to
multiple factors such as increased acquisition cost, regulatory requirements (BS-VI emission norms),
taxation and commodity price hikes. For entry-level segment vehicles, the elasticity of demand is quite high
with respect to prices, and this has led to a negative growth in this segment.
The market for entry-level hatchbacks in India has decreased significantly over the past few years as rising
prices and relative economic hardship have discouraged consumers in the "low-cost vehicle" buying
segment, while at the same time the market share of more expensive cars has continued to rise on the back of
"resilient incomes" and less sensitivity to price increases among "affluent buyers".
In India, which has been touted as the small car market, the sales of the entry-level hatchback segment are
largely driven by first-time users. With the COVID-19 pandemic impacting the income sentiment significantly
for entry-level car buyers, purchases and upgrades have been getting postponed.
The trend also reflects a shift in priorities for vehicle makers increasingly focusing on premium offerings to
maximise margins at a time supply constraints and high commodity prices are keeping production levels
sub-optimal. Prices of precious metals such as rhodium, palladium and platinum are still significantly higher
compared to a year ago, even after recent softening. This could keep margin pressure high on automakers,
who may need to pass on the effect of commodity inflation to customers in the form of further price hikes.
Further, the industry was kind of struggling with its own issues like chip shortage, commodity Inflation and
more, but with now interest rates moving upwards can overshadow the one already under pressure.
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Higher interest rate means higher EMI and it also shrinks the of purchasing power of customers and dents the
sentiment as well. Entry level car segment has more of a threat as over 80% of cars here are purchased
through various financing options.
The three pillars which will help in overcoming these challenges can be outlined as technology and
functional safety, government support and multi-level stakeholder engagement- from infrastructure, electric
mobility, to public-private partnerships and more.

The sector is a significant contributor towards India's vision to becoming a USD 5 trillion economy.
With the introduction of newer business models, and the growth of allied industries, such as FMCG, ecommerce, e-pharma and subscription services, the automotive sector continues to support connectivity
and economic growth in more ways than one.
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